any concepts in neuromuscular physiology can be difficult for instructors to teach and for students to understand. The behaviors of various components in neuromuscular systems do not always interact in obvious ways, and the function of hundreds of components can be very different from the function of just one or two ' 'representatives. ' ' In this paper, a simulator is presented that can model both small and large spinal circuitry systems thus allowing students to explore the dynamic functional implications of the static circuitry diagrams that are common in many neuroscience textbooks. The simulator brings to life many concepts in neuromuscular physiology and permits students to explore such concepts without extensive supervision. The benefits and drawbacks of using this kind of simulator in the classroom are discussed, based on initial field tests with undergraduate and graduate students as well as input from the literature. It was found that such a simulation can be very useful as a teaching tool if it is used properly with the right audience.
The value of the diagram rests in how many concepts it illustrates. Figure 1 itemizes some of the components in the system, all of the high-level topology and flow, and some of the synaptic characteristics of the component interconnections. However, because the diagram is a static model of a dynamic system, it is also inherently inadequate in some ways. The pedagogical question is whether the benefits of the diagram outweigh its inadequacies, and the answer to that question varies with purpose and audience. For introductions to neurophysiology, such simple diagrams can be important conceptual stepping stones, building up schematas of knowledge in areas of study new to the student. The problem is that, in the neural sciences, diagrams such as Fig. 1 are the norm for audiences ranging from high school students to top researchers.
In the course of their work, researchers can become aware of some of the inadequacies, but students are often not so well versed. Talking to the students about the shortcomings of the diagrams may be of some value, but it may also serve to confuse and diminish the original usefulness of the pictures. It can be quite difficult to explain the dynamic functioning of the circuits, and it is almost impossible to convey the D I D E A S significance of each of the physiological variables hidden within the diagram. Some of these variables include population coding effects (5, 7) neuronal variability and noise (6, 25) neural capacitances and resistances (9) and receptor nonlinearities (4, 21) . These are important issues if a sound understanding of a neuromuscular system's true functionality is desired.
With the de facto adoption of the Fig. 1 representation format by the neuroscience community, the greatest pedagogical concern is that these issues will not even be considered by the students, let alone understood. One way or the other, problems in the conceptualization of neural circuitry may take place.
To deal with these issues, one essentially requires dynamic functioning versions of the static diagrams. Preferably, these "dynamic diagrams" would be interactive so that the significance of the various system and component variables could be explored. As well, it would be desirable to be able to examine the effects of multiple instances of neurons, muscle fibers, and afferents to see the important roles that population coding, noise, variability, and topology play in actual neuromuscular systems. Such "interactive dynamic diagrams" would provide new opportunities for learning and teaching in neurophysiology.
As "an approach to understanding the information content of neural signals by modeling the nervous system at many different structural scales, including the biophysical, the circuit, and the systems levels" (23) computational neuroscience can provide the tools to support these interactive dynamic diagrams. However, from an educational standpoint, cost and usability issues must be considered. Some neuroscience simulators are expensive, require powerful hardware platforms, and need extensive training and support to use (19) . Although tolerable and possibly even advantageous in some research environments, these qualities are not appropriate for educational settings, since they present too many practical and motivational barriers.
This paper describes how a new neuromuscular simulator called Spinal Arm-Control Circuitry Simulator (SpArCCS) has been used to provide the abovementioned interactive dynamic diagrams in classroom situations at both the undergraduate and graduate levels of neuromuscular physiology. SpArCCS was developed for both research and education (18) . It was coded in C/C+' and it runs on X86 personal computers (PCs) in the DOS environment. Simulations of small simple systems occur in near real time, whereas more complex systems involving up to a few hundred components can run from 30 s to 10 min per 10 s of simulated activity. Users can become proficient with SpArCCS after only a few hours of training as it is very interactive and supports self-guided exploration. The software allows the user to alter the functional parameters of any or all simulated components to discover the significance of those parameters. As well, by simulating the behavior of network models involv-
ing hundreds of different neurons, muscle fibers, and/or sensory receptors, a student may examine detailed topological and population coding issues.
At a more general level, Alessi and Trollip (1) describe the purpose of an instructional simulation as being an aid for building a useful mental model of a part of the world and for testing that model. Learning with simulations is facilitated by the simplification of some aspects of the real world. In the case of SpArCCS, the models for each of the neurons, muscle fibers, and receptors are not very complex. Details, objects, and issues not essential to the instructional goals have been eliminated. For example, there was no inherent need to simulate individual ionic membrane channels. For our instructional goals, it was only important to know if and when the gross synaptic input to a cell would lead to its firing.
Alessi and Trollip (1) note that the three main advantages of simulations are enhanced motivation through learning by doing, the transfer of learning to practice (or in our case, a more complete understanding of dynamic behaviors), and improved efficiency of learning derived from convenience, confidence, and selfpaced instruction. Confidence can be enhanced in computer-aided instruction (CAI) since the fear of making mistakes is reduced. This is due to the fact that the rest of the class is not usually privy to the mistakes that an individual might make.
SpArCCS is presented here as a possible aid in the instruction of neurophysiology and neuroscience. Previous studies (17) have shown the effects of CA1 to be largely positive, although it remains unclear just how positive. Outcome studies have suggested that students using CA1 learn more, learn faster, enjoy classes more, and end up feeling better about computers. These effects were most noteworthy in recent studies dealing with postsecondary students. It has long been hoped that CA1 technology would realize these benefits as well as increased opportunities for students to work on more sophisticated materials/problems, more chances for teachers to have more meaningful contact with learners, and the possibility of more automated evaluation schemes (16). Although there are no evaluative aspects to the SpArCCS software, it will be shown that many of the other benefits do appear to be relevant.
In this paper, PURPOSE AND METHODS describes why and how SpArCCS was used with students in initial field tests. It describes the software in terms of how it is used and how it works. The RESULTS section describes what the students did with SpArCCS during the field tests. It also presents examples of the exercises that the students performed as well as qualitative feedback from the students regarding the value of SpArCCS as a learning tool. The DISCUSSION examines the pros and cons of using computational neuroscience software for educational purposes. It compares SpArCCS with other software of the same genre and discusses how well SpArCCS follows good CA1 design principles. The CONCLUSIONS constitutes the last section of the paper.
PURPOSE AND METHODS
The primary goal of the SpArCCS project was to develop a simulation tool that would facilitate motor control education by allowing users to model and simulate small portions of realistic spinal neural networks and associated musculature. This was to be brought about by allowing students to explore 1) topological issues in neuromuscular physiology, 2) relatively simple dynamic models of neurological elements, and 3) population-based biological motor control strategies that deal with noise and variation. Pedagogically, one of the main motivating factors was the difficulty that instructors have in explaining the dynamic characteristics of neuromuscular systems. Coupled with that was an academic interest in exploring the issues of topology, population coding, noise, and variation, all in the context of a closed-loop neuromuscular system.
In the initial field tests of the software, small groups of 8-10 undergraduate and graduate kinesiology students were used as subjects. The students received instructions on how to use SpArCCS, and they received technical information concerning the various parameters and objects that they could manipulate. Most students already had the necessary factual background. The students were then provided with work sheets that contained a series of exercises including questions that were to be answered based on the analysis of data resulting from successful simulations. They worked through these exercises in pairs, receiving instructor assistance when desired. After the work sheet exercises were completed, the option of doing a INNOVATIONS A N D I D E A S research project with SpArCCS was offered to some of the students.
At the beginning of the work sessions, the students were told that there were four basic steps in the use of SpArCCS. The first is to draw a diagram of the system under study, much like Fig. 1 . The second is to translate this "network model diagram" into a "model input file" that SpArCCS can use to build a dynamic version of the diagram. In some exercises, the network model diagram was provided to the students. In others, they had to read a model input file and construct the corresponding diagram. Another part of the second step is to select which components of the system will be monitored during the simulation for data output. The third step is the actual running of the simulation. The last step is the examination of the data from the simulation run. These steps can be repeated iteratively.
The students were instructed to draw the network model diagrams so that they consisted of interconnected icons, where each icon was to represent a group of components. Currently, the SpArCCS software is in the prototype stage. It has undergone calibration tests to ensure that it works properly. However, the user interface is still relatively primitive. When the user starts the program, a simple title page appears, and hitting any key brings up the main menu (see Fig. 2 Once the user has input these items, the simulation is constructed using any PC editor/word processor. ready to go. A run-time screen appears, and the user However, the syntax for constructing the file must be can give the command to begin. During the simulafollowed in exact detail, or the file will not load tion, the user is given continuous feedback regarding successfully. In the event of success, the file can then be saved as another properly formatted file with the Save Model command, or the model can be simulated using the Run Model command. Upon choosing Run Model, the user is asked for three system-wide parameter values including the duration of the simulation (in simulated time), the system-wide gain applied to interneuronal synaptic connections (set at a default value of 1.0) and the initial position of the arm. The user is also asked for a prepared list of neurons, fibers, the amount of neural activity being simulated (see Fig.  3 ). Much like the UNIX X-Windows activity monitor that produces a graph indicating how busy the processor is at any given time, the SpArCCS run-time screen displays a moving spike plot, the height of which is proportional to the amount of simulation activity occurring at any (simulated) moment in time.
Once the simulation is finished, the user returns to the main menu where he or she can now use the data 
INNOVATIONS A N D I D E A S
analysis options. For instance, the DVAJ Plots option allows the user to examine the displacement, velocity, acceleration, and jerk of the arm, if the arm was part of the simulated system. It doesn't have to be, as in the case of a simple central pattern generator (CPG). However, if the arm did move during a simulation, then the arm animation options can also show movement at various speeds, leaving or not leaving "ghost images" on the screen every few hundred (simulated) milliseconds. The Cell Firing Plot(s) and Population Firing Plot(s) options allow the user to choose from among those cells or cell populations that were monitored during the simulation run, to display spike plots of their firing activity. Graphs extracted from some of these screen displays make up several of the remaining figures (Figs. 5, 6, 8, 10, 11) in this paper.
RESULTS

Illustrated Concepts
This section illustrates some of the neuromuscular concepts that were highlighted in the laboratory exercises that the students completed. Students dealt with exercises in the areas of biomechanics and MF behavior, neuronal activity, sensory receptor behavior, and reflex loops. For each topic area, the students conducted simulations, described what happened during those simulations, and then altered parameter values to examine the sensitivity of those simulations. Oftentimes, the students were asked to describe what happened to the arm and why the arm moved as it did. They were asked to explain particular features of the arm velocity and acceleration plots. They were also asked to explain features, similarities, and differences between various cell and cell population firing plots. At each stage, they were encouraged to make changes in parameter values to note the effects on the arm and the cell firing behaviors. With CPGs, they were asked to explain how the rhythmic pattern generation was being produced. In working with muscle spindles, they were instructed to alter the types and magnitudes of gamma bias to the spindles.
Biomecbanics
and MF behavior.
The first set of exercises that the students completed was based on a very simple network model diagram (see Fig. 4 ). This model involved only a few familiar components interconnected in a very straightforward way. Each "muscle" consisted of only one MF, each activated by one AMN, in turn activated by one DSS. In other words, although the icons in Fig. 4 Several important features of neuromuscular systems were illustrated using this simple network model. The first was the generation of both active and passive tension by a MF. Over a wide-ranging arm movement of 162", the students could see how the amount of passive tension changed as the length of the MFs changed. At the same time, the generation of active tension and its maximization in the midrange of MF length was examined. The acceleration plot in Fig. 5 illustrates these two factors.
Another important neuromuscular feature is also evident in Fig. 5 . As the arm swings through a range of movement, the moment arm of the agonist changes. This is what causes the hump in the underlying passive component of the acceleration plot. Normally, students think of the passive tension as decreasing monotonically. However, in conjunction with a changing moment arm, the net effect on acceleration may not be monotonic. This was shown with SpArCCS and was explored by altering MF parameters such as the arm insertion location. Manipulation of muscle geometry helped to bring together concepts in biomechanits and neuroscience to show that they are indeed interconnected in important ways.
Yet another feature that was illustrated with this network model was the nonlinear nature of MFs and how tetanus can come about from high-frequency stimulation. By varying the firing frequency of the AMN, the MF could be made to fire in distinct twitches or in tetanus. As well, the nature of the MF could be changed from fast twitch to slow twitch by easily changing two MF parameter values. Altogether, the active tension generation characteristics of the different fiber types could be examined at different firing frequencies, as shown in Fig. 6 . Neuronal activity. To illustrate some basic concepts in neuronal activity, the network models shown in Fig. 7 were used to illustrate firing frequency saturation, recruitment, population effects, and CPGs.
Firing frequency saturation and recruitment were illustrated by having a group of DSSs stimulate a group of INS, as in Fig. 7A . The firing behavior of the INS was monitored while the frequency of the DSS stimulation was gradually increased. There were two noteworthy effects. First, new INS starting firing (i.e., they were group that would burst later to turn off the CPG. The CPG patterns were sensitive to the regularity of the DSS firings and were very sensitive to the synaptic strengths in the network. Students manipulated neuronal and synaptic parameters to explore the functional effects. Sensory receptor behavior.
In terms of afferent sensory receptors, the students were able to employ muscle spindle receptors (type Ia and type II), GTOs, and JRs. To illustrate simple behaviors of each of these receptor types, a network model diagram similar to Fig. 4 was employed in the laboratory exercises. Figure 9 shows the addition of all three receptor types to the Fig. 4 network model, although only one receptor type was ever experimented on at any given time. Note the absence of output connections for each of the receptors and that no gamma bias is shown for the muscle spindles. These aspects of their function were added later, once the students were comfortable with observing the receptors in an openloop mode.
For the initial experiments with the receptors, the students examined the firing characteristics of the receptor organs during an arm movement identical to the one performed in the MF exercises. The JRs were modeled to be sensitive to certain ranges of arm position, and, by monitoring one or more members of a small population of JRs, this sensitivity was readily apparent (see Fig. 10 ).
GTOs obtained with SpArCCS were modeled to be sensitive to high levels of passive and active tension (especially passive). As a result, the GTO in Fig. 9 was only active during the initial period of arm movement when its MF was highly stretched. During the 10-s simulation, the one MF of the GTO never fired at a rate greater than 7 Hz, so the active tension levels never reached a value at which the GTO responded.
The muscle spindles were modeled to be sensitive to MF length and rate of change of length (4). Their sensitivity could be modulated with gamma (static and dynamic) bias from GMNs. Figure 11 shows the muscle spindle type Ia output from repeated movements of the type described above with 1) no gamma bias, 2) only static bias, 3) only dynamic bias, and 4) both types of bias. Students were able to see how and when different types of muscle spindle feedback were engaged by various types and levels of gamma bias. Note that GMNs were added to the network model diagram shown in Fig. 9 to produce these results. Also note that there were still no excitatory or inhibitory connections made from the spindles to the AMNs.
Advanced
concepts and project work. The last exercise in the work sheets was an integrative problem that asked the students to construct a model input file reflecting the diagram shown in Fig. 12 . Up to this point, they had examined all of the available compo- nents that could be modeled using SpArCCS. Now they were asked to integrate some of these concepts to construct interconnected sets of reflex circuits that they were familiar with from previous study. The students were allowed to set the parameters of their network models at whatever values they wanted. This was the springboard exercise for their project work.
For the projects, the undergraduate students pursued any instructor-approved topic of their choice. They were given considerable latitude, and projects dealing with hypertonus, MF recruitment order, CPGs, and the effects of reflex actions on limb movements were undertaken. In the investigation of reflex actions on limb movements, systematic variations in spindle and GTO sensitivity were tested to see how important they could be and what effect they would have on the movements. In the experiments on MF recruitment order, small AMNs were simulated by judiciously choosing AMN parameter values such that, with a steadily increasing DSS input to a collection of different AMNs, the "smaller" ones tended to be recruited first. The smaller AMNs were, in turn, connected to relatively small and weak MFs. The types of movements produced using this recruitment scheme were characterized. Then the students reversed the recruitment order by reconnecting "small" AMNs to big strong fibers and "big" AMNs to small weak fibers to see the functional difference.
In general, the projects that were most closely related to the laboratory exercises were carried out the most successfully. For instance, the best project examined specific questions pertaining to reflexes illustrated in Fig. 12 . As a result of this finding, the graduate students were restricted to working within the bounds of the network model diagram shown in Fig. 12 for their projects. However, only one graduate student actually completed a project. This involved the examination of an alternative circuitry arrangement for the type Ib reflex that was being discussed in the literature at the time.
Student Feedback
Toward the end of their laboratory exercises, the students were asked to fill out questionnaires dealing with the seminar and the SpArCCS software. proved, and what they thought the software could best be used for.
Undergraduate feedback.
The undergraduate group consisted of eight seniors who were taking their first neuromuscular physiology course. Two of the students worked with computers frequently, another four were comfortable with computers, and the last two were computer novices.
These individuals felt that SpArCCS could be used by any researcher, teacher, or student who had some background in neural science. The group felt that researchers could use SpArCCS for explaining and treating diseases, for performing original experiments, and for explaining various empirical phenomenon. They felt that students could use SpArCCS to increase their understanding of various neuroscience concepts and the roles of different physiological variables in the context of realistic movements. Some of the undergraduate students felt that instructors could use SpArCCS in the same way as students.
The undergraduate students were surprised that so many variables could be manipulated for this kind of a simulation and that so many variables had to be considered. Other surprises included the fidelity of the graphic data feedback, the "pickiness" of the program, the "realism" of the results, and the length of time needed "to get things to work."
The main features of the software that they appreciated included its user-friendliness, its ability to manipulate variables, its growth potential, the "accuracy" of The responses of the graduate students to the survey questions were similar to those of the undergraduate students. However, the graduate students were more specific about using SpArCCS as a learning aid, and only using it with students who had the required technical background.
They felt strongly that SpArCCS had the potential to be an effective teaching and speculative research tool.
Graduate feedback.
The graduate group also consisted of eight students. For several of them, this was their first motor control course. Their backgrounds ranged from psychology to engineering to cardiovascular physiology.
Only one or two had a predisposed interest in spinal neurophysiology. This seemed to influence the group's enthusiasm for using SpArCCS. In terms of computer literacy, the graduate students were generally more literate than the undergraduate students.
The graduate students felt that the most positive features of SpArCCS were the hands-on nature of the learning experience, the variety of data output/ analysis, the power to manipulate many details with great flexibility, its comprehensiveness, its potential for further growth, and its ease of use. The students appreciated the prepared model input files for the laboratory exercises, the diagrams of the simulated circuits in the handouts, the ability to move through and manipulate data plots, the data output displays, the speed with which the whole experimental process could be iterated, good prompts (in certain parts of the software), and the presence of all of the model parameters in one (model input) file. Some felt that improvements could be made interfacing with and editing model input files and in developing a clearer nomenclature system for components. Other cited problems included the lack of a complete reference manual, the lack of bounds on parameter values leading to validity problems, the user interface, and the initial difficulty in understanding data output. The graduate students wanted to view different types of plots concurrently (including ones from previous experiments), to receive better screen instructions such as suggested values for parameters, to use a mouse, to have a tutorial program for procedures and data interpretation, to highlight data files that had been chosen for monitoring/display, and to have run-time specification of cells that would be monitored in a simulation run. They wanted a full graphic user interface for drawing network model diagrams, improvement in the clarity of the network model file format or the elimination of the need to deal with it directly, an adaptive help system, and use of the software in Microsoft Windows.
In general, the graduate students were less enthusiastic and more critical than the undergraduate students. The lower enthusiasm seemed to be a function of the more condensed nature of their seminar, the fact that the graduate students had no choice in attending the seminar, and their lack of specific interest in spinal neurophysiology. However, their more refined and extensive critiques provided more guidance for future improvements.
DISCUSSION
As an initial field test, the first two classroom uses of SpArCCS were very promising. The general tenor of the students, especially the undergraduate students, was positive, and in several cases they were quite VOLUME 15 : NUMBER A N D I D E A S excited about using it even after they were finished all of their given exercises. The feedback from the students and the observations made by the instructor (Maw) may help to indicate whether and where computational neuroscience software has a place in the classroom.
The students noted that the main benefits of using SpArCCS were increased enthusiasm for learning the subject matter and a better understanding of the material at the circuit and systems levels. However, it is not clear whether all computational neuroscience simulation packages would achieve similar results. In comparing a few packages, certain features may be revealed that are most relevant to success in educational settings.
For instance, we compared SpArCCS with the software companion (10) that accompanies Shepherd's (24) recent-edition textbook. In many ways the two packages are similar, except that the software in Shepherd's (24) book deals with cellular level issues such as ionic channels, synaptic conductances, and gate openings/closings. It also supports voltage and current clamps, and all simulation capabilities are well supported by the tutorial guide that accompanies the software. A novice user can sit down and work through the guide with very little previous background in cellular neurophysiology. As long as the user sticks to the tutorial, the software illustrates the expounded concepts well. Also, the user interface on the Macintosh PC is quite professional, utilizing concurrent windows for graphs and simulation controls. Successive graphs can be overlaid on one display. However, less data feedback is provided per simulation run compared with SpArCCS. Usually, just one graph of the membrane potential is plotted with respect to time. The net effect is that, if the student diverges from the exercises, some results may not be well explained by the limited feedback that is provided. The source of such results can only be guessed. As well, the subject matter is highly constrained, and, although one can perform creative experiments with the software, the range of these experiments is limited by the restriction of working within a single cell utilizing less than 20 parameters per simulation.
At the other extreme in capability is GENESIS (3) a software package that does all that SpArCCS can do and much more. It is used primarily for research, as it requires much more knowledge to use than does SpArCCS. With graphic output displays at least as professional as Shepherd's (24) software, GENESIS operates in UNIX on X-Windows and requires significant computing power to simulate meaningful systems quickly. The strength and weakness of GENESIS are its fidelity and power. It was designed to simulate neural systems ranging from complex models of single neurons to larger networks of simpler more abstract components. However, the developers recommend using other packages for simpler models since the overhead of using GENESIS is not worth the other costs in these cases. GENESIS is used most frequently for detailed simulations of a few neurons. It can simulate a wide variety of neurons with great fidelity using coupled differential equations that determine membrane potentials through time. However, that in turn requires significant knowledge of the system being simulated, of mathematics, and of the software. GENESIS tutorials are well supported, but, to do original simulations, one must learn how to program in the GENESIS script language. A large textbook takes the reader through the tutorials and on to become an expert with the package/language if the reader is so inspired. In terms of education, GENESIS is used each summer as a teaching tool for graduate students and young faculty members at advanced neurophysiology workshops in the Marine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hole, MA.
There are also many different artificial neural network simulators on the market, but these usually fail to meet the needs of neurophysiologists in several respects. They tend not to represent several variables and components that would be essential in a neuromuscular physiology teaching tool. In addition to missing components such as MFs, sensory receptors, and limbs, such packages also often do not allow for the explicit simulation of variable propagation delays and time. They often require the use of nonbiological learning rules, preset topologies, and restrictions on data representations. They abstract away too many of the details, objects, and issues that are important to the instructional goals of neuroscientists.
On balance then, it is fair to say that SpArCCS would not be the best choice for high-fidelity simulations.
GENESIS would be a better tool. SpArCCS also would not be appropriate for cellular-level instruction since it does not explicitly model at that level. However, it was not designed for either of these tasks. It was designed to allow for the manipulation and interconnection of reasonably accurate neurological elements that students otherwise do not get an opportunity to work with as a group. Users can simulate a closed-loop neuromuscular system, and they can use as many or as few components as they wish. They have flexibility in experimental design, and the experimentation is accessible both in terms of convenience and required knowledge. They can explore the importance of how system components interconnect, how important noise and variation are to function, and how certain parameters affect the behavior of individual elements.
Why then would SpArCCS likely be an effective learning aid? Because effective learning is an active and constructive process (11). In using SpArCCS, students must make choices, react to events and results, manipulate objects, seek and collect particular data, and interpret that data.
Also, the motivational level of students can be very high in self-guided learning situations such as those provided by SpArCCS. In his ARCS model of motivation, Keller (14) suggests that motivation is a function of Attention, Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction. Curiosity, novelty, and uncertainty help maintain attention. In the field tests, information-seeking behaviors were stimulated by posing questions at all stages of the exercises and by allowing the students to pose and pursue their own inquiries. This aspect of motivation was enhanced by the continuously novel graphic feedback of the software. With the software, one tends to pursue experiments in which the outcome is not certain. Also, the changing of model parameters results in changes in data output, which tend not to be completely predictable. All of this makes the use of the software interesting and stimulating. In terms of relevance, the use of the software was integrated into course work material that the students were currently engaged in. The fact that the undergraduate students seemed more motivated than the graduate students could have been a result of the closer relevance of the SpArCCS topic matter to their course work. Confidence was built up in the exercises by starting with simple models and gradually making them more complex. The aim was to provide a challenge that was within achievable limits. Control over the learning path and data feedback were also present. Learners who control the context of their work tend to do more work and enjoy it more (22). Finally, although SpArCCS did not provide extrinsic rewards or reinforcements, it was noted that the software gave satisfaction to users by producing interesting and novel data output.
In addition to providing reasons for using it, SpArCCS also avoided features that would invite disuse. With only one conditional exception, all of the students noted how easy it was to use SpArCCS. The user interface decreased the complexity of the task at hand and allowed easy access of data concerning any instance of a component type. The design of how the software could be used made the whole procedure of experimental design, simulation, and analysis clear enough to allow the students to concentrate on problem solving, network design, and data analysis and not on procedural syntax. The overall key was the transference of their current knowledge to the new (software) environment. Essentially, users were being asked to draw a neural circuit diagram, type out a textual description of the diagram, press run, and interpret the results. They were familiar with the diagrams from neuroscience texts (13, 24) and the file-editing procedures proved to be easily learned if not syntactically flexible. The network modeling scheme, simulation processing speed, and user interface were all fast and flexible enough to permit exploratory learning without significant distractions or limitations.
With concentration on data feedback, the experience with SpArCCS underlined the point that data displays need to be sufficiently flexible, clear, and illuminating to make using the tool worthwhile. This could be one of the shortcomings of Shepherd's (24) software in that it is not always clear or flexible. Independent of interaction style, the displays themselves must be valuable in some way. The students noted this characteristic of SpArCCS frequently. Indeed, SpArCCS follows the recommendations of Johassen (1 l), who
states that one of the design principles for courseware should be a choice of feedback containing different amounts of information of different types. Although this feature can be misused by students to quickly find superficial and incorrect answers (as it was with SpArCCS at times), this feature nevertheless enhances the likelihood of a student finding the information that he/she wants to improve understanding.
One of the shortcomings of the field tests was the lack of quantitative measurements regarding any "improved understanding" that resulted from using SpArCCS. Although no such data were gathered, many of the students did give anecdotal accounts of this benefit. As for how this improved understanding came about, one of the ways was by forcing users to confront the details of their current conceptualizations. In the early going, especially with the undergraduate students, some just wanted to tell SpArCCS to generate a particular movement and expected that that would happen automatically. The need to consider all of the variables in the system was overwhelming for some students at first. This is why the extremely simple and unrealistic network models were used in the initial laboratory exercises. SpArCCS was designed to employ a broad range of variables and concepts at a relatively introductory level while at the same time allowing students to progress to higher levels of understanding at the circuit and systems levels. For instance, some of the undergraduate students did not know what a CPG was before the seminar. However, they could simulate one if they followed the instructions in the laboratory exercises. Even though it was a new concept, the students were able to explore several features of the CPG function because of their familiarity with most of the individual variables and components that they already knew how to manipulate.
As a final point concerning the confrontation with detail, the students were forced to become better interpreters of data. To describe what a circuit was doing, or to create a circuit that fulfilled a particular function, the students had to interpret the spike and arm kinematic plots correctly. Their analyses of these displays helped reveal and correct conceptual weaknesses such as the popular belief that, when acceleration is zero, there is no motion. The graduate students, in particular, noted the learning curve in data interpretation. However, they seemed to be no more proficient at initial data interpretation than the undergraduate students, and sometimes less so.
By selecting the appropriate level of modeling detail, by knowing the student's approximate knowledge level, and by requiring users to apply their knowledge of the modeling details within the context of a complete system, a simulation developer can create an effective learning tool. If necessary technical details are beyond the student's knowledge base, the student will get frustrated. The key is to make connections between the existing knowledge base of the users and the new information to be learned using the simulation (20, 22) . When new information can be easily integrated into existing schemata, meaningful learning is engendered (2). This may be especially important and valuable for low achievers (20) . SpArCCS handles this issue by acting like a neurological Lego set. Only those students who are comfortable with the different pieces (MFs, AMNs, GMNs, muscle spindles, etc.) can effectively use SpArCCS. The software allows them to put these pieces together in functional ways. The laboratory exercises helped coach the students through this process, gradually adding new pieces to their assembler's repertoire. Jumping from what they knew, the field test students were taken to a new level of understanding that dealt with interactive component dynamics. This is what textbook figures and verbal descriptions could not do very well. Most of the students were, expectedly, unprepared for the details of the interactive and dynamic relationships of the variables. They had general ideas of how circuits should work, but that was usually insufficient for generating or explaining specific results at first. To complete different circuits, they had to think about how all of the elements in the system functioned and interacted at once. It was a new way of looking at systems that they thought they had understood fully.
As an issue bridging the discussion between advantages and disadvantages of using software such as SpArCCS in an educational setting, the social context of the software's use was important. A common criticism of using computers in the classroom is the antisocial nature of the medium. Many programs are made to be used by only one person. Other programs A N D I D E A S encourage social interaction but only within the limitations of strict rules and syntax. Some software, however, can encourage broad social interaction or can be used more effectively in social situations. This was the case with SpArCCS. Certainly, it can be used by individuals. However, it appeared to provide a richer learning experience when students worked together. This grouping encouraged the discussion of results and answers to exercises. The students often helped to correct misunderstandings among the members of the class, and they gave each other ideas about experiments to perform. Their discussions sometimes focused on particular questions in the laboratory exercises, but as often as not they dealt with freeranging suggestions for experiments on issues of personal interest. This seemed to build enthusiasm for the use of the simulation tool.
Although the noted pedagogical drawbacks of using SpArCCS were relatively few, they were significant. Only some of these were noted by the students, but all became obvious to the instructor as the seminars progressed. They included the development of a "halo" effect with regard to the software and an almost complete disregard for validation issues. Again, it is unlikely that all computational neuroscience packages would have similar problems. A high-fidelity model of limited scope and interactivity could generate results with a considerable degree of biological validity. The restrictiveness of its scope and the reduced ability to interact with it would preclude its use in areas in which its validity might be highly questionable. With SpArCCS, however, the validity issue is a real trade-off of costs and benefits. The flexibility of the tool introduces complex validation issues. Especially if the expectations of students are initially low, it appears that SpArCCS acquires an unearned aura of biological validity in their eyes. This effect was evident in the comments of the undergraduates who wanted to use SpArCCS for clinical applications and who were impressed with the accuracy of the results. In the projects, conclusions were often extrapolated far beyond even the most liberal bounds of validity. In fact, the whole issue of empirical validation was often overlooked or was, perhaps, assumed to be taken care of by the software developer. Although the actual component models used in SpArCCS are relatively simple, the network models can be of arbitrary complexity, and the behavior of such networks can only be the responsibility of the user, especially since synaptic plasticity is not yet a feature of the software. Validation must be handled on a case-by-case basis, and users must be sensitized to this fact. A discussion of these issues with the graduate students succeeded in raising their awareness level so that they looked at results with more skepticism.
Another perspective on the issue of validation arose over the "video game" nature of the software. Due to the user friendliness of the software and the speed of the simulations, desired behaviors of network models could be pursued in a haphazard and undisciplined fashion without regard for biological constraints on network model parameters. The haphazardness was most evident when the undergraduate students were asked to produce a certain behavior or to work on their self-directed projects. It also became evident that it would be valuable to have an array of realistic parameter values close by for standard components so as to help focus users on whatever phenomenon they might be exploring. A parallel solution to this problem is for the instructor to identify this haphazard strategy before it is adopted and to discourage its use. Users have to learn how to restrict the degrees of freedom in any given model that they assemble. As it turns out, experimenting with the program can enhance one's planning and analytic capabilities if one is aware of the dangers of not doing so. It became clear that using software like SpArCCS in an intelligent manner requires some understanding of statistics, experimental design, and scientific inference. Students could have been given more guidance in these areas so that they would have followed a system of analysis, planning, simulation, verification, and reexamination.
Finally, it can be quite easy to jump to conclusions about the results generated during a simulation run. If care is not taken to examine the effects of parametric changes in detail, misleading conclusions can be drawn. This stems from the variety of data feedback available to the user. The remedy is time and patience. The user, whether a student or a researcher, should not be rushed. An example arose in one of the undergraduate projects in which a CPG was constructed. The students had generated impressive phasic activity but did not realize that it was largely driven VOLUME 15 : NUMBER A N D I D E A S by spindle feedback and not by the dynamics of the CPG neurons. A more thorough examination of the system would have revealed this, but the students rushed and had not performed the necessary data analysis and tests.
CONCLUSIONS
SpArCCS performed quite well in its CA1 role. Students enjoyed using it and felt that they benefited from the experience. Qualitative feedback supported these assertions. However, quantitative data are needed before it can be confidently stated that SpArCCS helps users enhance their understanding of neuromuscular physiology. More effort must be put into assessing how students use this software in terms of learning strategies, if and how SpArCCS interferes with their understanding, and specifically how the students find it useful. As a versatile simulation tool, SpArCCS would also best be used in a course curriculum that emphasizes modeling, experimental design, and scientific inference.
Before these types of evaluations take place, however, several technical improvements should be implemented in the software. The code should be professionally reprogrammed as a Microsoft Windows application to make it more accessible to more users and more flexible in data output presentation. New data feedback options should be added, such as MF tension graphs. The step in the process in which the user "draws a system diagram" should be brought into the computer via a graphic user interface to remove the need for the tedious and error-prone task of editing model input files. As a teaching companion, the software should also come with a collection of tutorials such as one on CPGs that explains what the concept is, how it can be simulated using SpArCCS, what kinds of questions can be explored with the program, and where more information on the topic may be found.
In terms of how SpArCCS compares with other neural simulation tools, it would appear to compare very well for the instructional tasks that it was designed to fulfill. Other packages may be better suited for specialties but, with the proper upgradings, soon SpArCCS should be able to join such software as an accepted tool in its neuroscientific educational niche.
